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Investigation Policies 

In an effort to provide the best environment possible for our investigation A.S.E.P. tries to alleviate as 

many possible elements that may create false readings, evidence or phenomenon. The intent is solely to 
provide you the purest artifacts. 

 
*These are our preferred investigating conditions. If these requirements cannot be met, let us know prior 

to the investigation and we will work with the host or hostess. 
 

 Remove any animals from the area of investigation unless they are directly linked to the 

paranormal occurrences. 
 Remove any devices, mechanisms or decorations that may mimic potentially realistic 

phenomenon. 
 Removal of any loaded weapons & secured offsite or in a gun safe. 

 Removal of any dangerous items that may pose a hazard to our team while investigating. 

 During the investigation we try to turn off as many power breakers as possible to reduce E.M.F. 
(Electromagnetic Fields) readings generated from electrically powered items. Taking caution 

regarding sensitive electronics might deem it necessary to unplug them from the wall as well. 
 If there will be restricted areas please indicate so prior to the investigation. 

 If you find out that there will be an event, party or function going on outside of the premise 

during our scheduled investigation, and you feel it will interfere please let us know prior so we 
can reschedule for a better time. 

 It is our belief that by keeping the amount of people present to a minimum (aside from those on 
the investigation team) it will help us maintain a controlled environment. We ask that family, 

friends, co-workers or employees have an arranged place to stay during our investigation. 
 If at any point A.S.E.P. finds that the client(s) have falsified information or knowingly put our 

team in potential danger we reserve the right to deny or abandon a case without any due 

explanation. 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

*Subject to change at any time 


